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In the previous paper 3, we have introduced the concept of
crossed product of von Neumann algebras and using it we have
generalized the construction of finite factors given by F. J. Murray
and J. von Neumann 2. However the definition given there is rather
restricted comparing with the usual concept given for Notherian rings
since it corresponds only for cases with special factor sets. In this note
we modify the definition of crossed product of von Neumann algebras
to fill up this gap and show some properties of this generalized product.

We shall show in the below that the crossed product of a finite
factor with respect to a normalized factor set of unitary operators
can be defined as usual and that the product is related deeply with
the extension of a group described in 1. Also we shall show that
the product satisfies the usual elementary properties of the crossed
product and that our new product gives a way of construction of the
crossed product basing on an intermediate subfactor.

1. Let I be a discrete group and K be a normal subgroup of

Put 1 the quotient group /K. Now we assume that a group G is
isomorphic to a subgroup of . (As there is no fear for confusion,
we identify G with the subgroup in the following.) For each
we define a selection ea. Throughout the note, the selection a-
will be fixed unless the contrary is stated explicitly. Since K is
normal, k=-d-k-deK for every keK and for every G, and so
determines an automorphism of the group K. (Every element m of K
induces an inner automorphism of K such that k--m-km.) By the

choice of and fl, there is an element m,eK satisfying the relation., .m,.
Considering a and as automorphisms of K, the above relation gives

( 1 ) (k)-- (k)’, for k K.
From the definition of the automorphism " of K, m,,--mr,a. By

this equality and the associativity of group operation for % the family

{m,la,/eG} of elements in K satisfies the following equality:
2 ) m,,rm, m,, ,,

for every a, f/ and y in G. Such a family {m,l,/eG} satisfying (2)
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is named a factor set of K. By a few simple calculations, we have
k-k,,,, m.,-m, and m,r-m;,. If m,-I is satisfied, then we
shall call it weakly normalized. If moreover m.,.---1 is satisfied for
each a eG, the factor set is called normalized. We are mainly con-
cerned with normalized factor sets in this paper.

2. As seen in 1,) associating with a group G and a normalized
factor set {m.,}, an extension K-(K, G, m,) of the group K by
G is given as follows: Let K be the collection of all symbols a@ k,
where a e G and k eK. We define multiplication in K by

( k)(fl h) aft m,,kh.
Then .the associative law of multiplication follows from its definition
and conditions (1) and (2). 11 is the unit element of K, and
a-@(k"-)- is the inverse of a@k, that is, K is a group with the
multiplication. The elements of the form 1k in K form a subgroup
which is isomorphic to K. We identify this subgroup with K in the
following. We get

Thus K is a normal subgroup of K and K/K G.
Two extensions K and K of K by G are called equivalent if there

exists an isomorphism between K and K such that it coincides with
the identity automorphism on K embedded in K and K and it maps
the cosets of K in K and K corresponding to the same a e G onto each
other.

In two extensions K-(K, G,m1 and K-(K, G,m) if for
every =G, an element c. of K is associated in such a way that
(=)=()c= for selections (), (, of each cases, then factor sets {ml,}
and {m=,} are linked by the relations

These two factor sets linked by the relation (3) are said equivalent.
It is known that K and K are equivalent if and only if {m,} and
{m,} are equivalent. Every factor set {m.,} is equivalent to a weakly
normalized factor set. If G has no element of oder 2, every factor set
is equivalent to a normalized one, because we may choose a, a- such
as .--1.. Hereafter denote by A a finite factor on a separable Hilbert

space and take I the group of all automorphisms of A. (An auto-
morphism in this paper means always a .-automorphism.) The inner

automorphisms become a normal subgroup K in . We put
and G an enumerable subgroup of I, then the discussions mentioned

1) A general theory of group extensions is stated in Kurosh’s book [1]. We need
here special extensions undergoing some additional conditions.
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above are all applicable for the present , and G.
An inner automorphism m of A is realized by a unitary operator

vA, that is, there exists v such that a--v*av. But this v is not
determined uniquely. A unitary operator w satisfying w*v-z.1
is a complex number such that zl=l) induces the same inner auto-
morphism m. If v, is a unitary operator which induces the inner
automorphism m,(a, fleG) then, by the relation (2), there exists a
complex number Z(a, , r) such that

v,v,, z(,
where v, shows the image of v.eA due to the automorphism
When we can take Z(, , r)=l, the set of unitary operators {v,}
satisfies
4 ) () v,v.,

and
( 5 ) v,v,-v.,v,.
Such a system [v.,} is called a factor set of unitary operators of A.
When a factor set [v.,} satisfies further
( 6 v,=l,
(. is a complex number such that . =1), we call it normalized one.

In this section we show that if for a normalized factor set {m.,]
of inner automorphisms of A, a normalized factor set {v.,} of unitary
operators in A is associated, an extension algebra of A is defined, on
which the extended group K= (K, G, m.,) is faithfully represented
as an inner automorphism group.

As in 3, we denote a function on G with value
by . aa.. Let D be the set of all functions . aa. such that
a.=0 except a finite number of a’s. Then D becomes a .-algebra by

multiplication: ( aa.)( @b)=av.,ab,
.-operation:

According to (5), the multiplication is associative and 11 ) is the
identity of D. By the correspondence a la, A is isomorphic to
the subalgebra composed of elements Ilia} in D and so we identify
A with this subalgebra. Since

()*( a)( 1)=(
( u)*(a)( u) (a)

where u is a unitary operator in A such that a-u*au, and since

()(u)=.u,
we know D is a .-algebra admitting an inner automorphism group
isomorphic to K=(K, G, m.,) under which the subalgebra A remains
invariant.

2) Simply by a(R)a we show the function in D such that a.=a and a=O for/=a.
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and

Let r be the trace of A, we put

(R) { 0

( a (R) a,)-- (a (R) a,).

Then is a faithful trace on D, and as similar as in 3J, we get a
yon Neumann algebra A as the weak or metric closure of D due to
the trace , which we call the crossed product of A by G with respect
to a factor system {v,.] of unitary operators and denote by (A, G, v,.).
When G is represented faithfully as an outer automorphism group of
A, we can take the selection in such a way that they form a group
isomorphic to G. Then m,.--I for every a and ft. Undoubtedly this
is a normalized factor set of inner automorphisms of A and as an
associated normalized factor set of unitary operators, we may take
v,.-1 for every a and . The crossed product of A by G with respect
to this factor set [v,.} is nothing but the crossed product G(R) A discussed
in 8J.

4. Now we shall show an extension of 3, Theorem 1_"
THEOREM 1. The crossed product A--(A, G, v,.) of a finite factor

A by an enumerable group G with respect to a normalized factor set
{v.} is a finite factor, which admits an inner automorphism group
isomorphic to the extension K--(K, G, m,.) of the group K of all
inner automorphisms of A.

Proof. Put e--a(R)a, a non-trivial central projection of A.
For x A, ex-- xe means

This gives a,x-x"a,. By 3, Lemma 1, a,--0 unless --1. This
contradicts the assumption about e and so A is a factor of finite type
since it has a faithful trace. By the construction, unitary operators
{a(R) u} give a group of inner automorphisms isomorphic to K. q.e.d.

Hereafter, we identify K with the above.-mentioned inner auto-
morphism group of A.

5. Here we shall show an extension of 3, Theorem 2J"
THEOREM 2. If a yon Neumann subalgebra B of the crossed

product A--(A, G, v,.) of a finite factor A by an enumerable group
G with respect to {v..} contains A, then B is the crossed product
(A, F, v,.) of A by a subgroup F of G, in the latter, v.. are restricted
for elements , in F.

Proof. Let u be the expectation of u-fl (R) 1 eD conditioned by
B, and u-, a (R) c, be the Fourier expansion of u. Since xeA is

in B, xu-ux. Then Fourier expansion of xu is ](R)x"c, and
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that of ux is ](R)cz. Thus xc--cz for all . This means

2 if --(2 is a complex number). Therefore -@2.1, and so either -0
or -@le.

Let N be the eolleetion of such that , then is a subgrou
of G. Now we can construct the crossed product (A, N, v,),,, whieh
is a subalgebra of . If does not coincide with (A, N, ,), there
is an element b--@b such that br0 for at least one r excluded

from N. Now take up e--l@bA.

On the other hand, since r-N, -0, that is, r- is orthogonal to. This shows (b.e.r-)-0 and br-O. This is a eontradietion.
Hence =(A, , v,).

COROLLARY. A sub/actor B=(A, F, v,) of the crossed product
A=(A, G, v,), which contains A, is invariant under the inner auto-
morphisms belonging o K:(K, G, m,) if and only if the correspond-
ing subgroup F is normal in G.

ProoL Let b-@b be an element of B. For u--@l,

u---@v:- and
ubu- -@v-,,(v,-)v,b.

By Theorem 2, ubueB if and only if -aeF. q.e.d.
5. Let A--(A, G, 1) be a crossed product of a finite factor A b

a group G with respect to a factor set satisfying v,-I for every
pair of , eG. This is the crossed product G@A discussed in 3.
We assume that B--H@A is a sub/actor of A corresponding to a
normal subgroup H of G. Then the group is represented as a group
of unitary operators by the correspondence hHh@ 1 eB. Now
denote by the quotient group G]H and by 8, , p,... elements of .
For each 0, we make a selection from the corresponding coset of
H. Here we assume that --1 and .---1 for every 0. For
each pair of , there is an element h, in H such that .a
=.h,. By the associativity of the group operation for

where h--;h. Since h,eH, there is a unitary operator u,
(h,@ 1) in B such that

for every , , p. This shows that a normalized factor set {u,} of
unitary operators in B is associated to the normalized factor set {h,}
of inner automorphisms of B. Hence we can construct the crossed

3) We notice that every r except 0--1 is an outer automorphism of B.
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product (B, , u,) of B by with respect to {u,}.
THEOREM 3. Let G be an enumerable outer automorphism group

of a finite factor A and H be a normal subgroup of G. If for every
element 0 of the quotient group C)-G/H, a representative can be
chosen from the coset corresponding to satisfying a--l,
then the crossed product A--G@A is isomorphic to (B, , u,).

Proof. Let D0 be the collection of A-valued function h@a
defined on H such that a=0 except finite set of h’s and be the
collection of D0-valued function O@b defined on satisfying the

similar condition as D0. D be the same as in 3. Then D and
are dense .-subalgebra in GA and (B, , u,) respectively. Every
element in is expanded as 0 b- ( h a)- h a.

h 0,

We correspond to this an element a:=ohao in D. (We
0,

notice that every element a is uniquely expressed as aoh.) This cor-
respondence is one-to-one, multiplication and .-preserving. In fact, for
O@bo and @c: in , where bo--hao, c:-ka.,

(Obo)(c)--(Ozuo,bc)=O (ho,1)(hao)(ka)J

On the other hand
(aoh@ao)(a:k@a:)--aoha:kao a:.

This is the element in D corresponding to (Obo)(=c:). Thus multi-
plication is preserved by this correspondence.

--1
a0(O@bo)*--O b-’*-O-(h@ao)-*-O (aoha[@ao

=o (oh- +ai::*)
-"* (aoh@ao)* in D. Hence.-opera-which corresponds to h a[aoa

tion is preserved.
By the definition of the traces in D and , it is easily seen that

the isomorphism between D and is extended to the one between
GA and (B, , Uo,:). q.e.d.

COROLLARY. I Theorem 3, if G is the direct product of sub-
groups F and H, then GA is isomorphic to F(H@A).

Proof. In the present case, of Theorem 3 is isomorphic to F,
whence it is possible to choose the elements of F as the representatives
of the classes of . Thus, o=o and the factor set becomes trivial.

q.e.d.
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